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KheDeLP framework scheme stand-alone applications



agent module



Cognitive layer Sensorial / Effectorial layer interconnection layer low level communication layer Webots interface



KRobot class
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robot(khep1) box(box1) near(box1,khep1)
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How DeLP works DeLP Program P



Defeasible rules Strict rules Facts DeLP Interpreter



User Query L ?- choose(box1) Possible Answers to Query L • YES, a warranted argument 〈A, L〉 exists • NO, a warranted argument 〈A, ∼L〉 exists • UNDECIDED, none of the above cases hold.
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perception of boxes and obstacles; navigation through the environment; making decisions about what to do next.
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The robot will prefer its nearer boxes; The boxes nearer to the store; The smaller boxes.
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Ease of updating of the DeLP interpreter’s code. To have multiple robots in operation within the framework, connected to one or many DeLP-servers. To perform contextual queries to facilitate working with the robots’ perceptions. To reduce overhead in the transmission of the images, because all the robots share the same perception of the global camera.



As the framework was developed in a modular way, other capabilities like learning and high-level planning can also be incorporated in the cognitive layer.
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Questions?



Thank You very much for your attention …
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